 Know about Mendeley features
 Create an account
 Add a PDF article
 Add an article from a database
 Create a bibliography in MS
Word

Offers you:
Mendeley is a free reference
manager and academic
social network that can help
you organize your research,
collaborate with others
online, and discover (both
content and contacts) the
latest research.

 Automatic extraction of
document details (authors,
title, journal etc.) from
academic papers into a
library database

 Efficient management of your
papers:
 Live full-text search across all your
papers
 Filters by authors, journals or keywords
 Use document collections, notes and
tags to organize your knowledge, and
export the document details in
different citation styles

Offers you:

Offers you:
 Create and manage
citations of books, articles,
videos, and more
 Import citations for
databases and the library
catalogs
 Sharing and synchronization
of your library (or parts of
it) with selected colleagues.

Offers you:

Detailed statistics:





You can upload your own
publications to your research
profiles, then track the evolution of
your readership.



How often are your papers
downloaded?



How often are they read? From
which academic disciplines and
geographic regions do your
readers come from?

Additionally, there are detailed
statistics for each academic
discipline and research topic.



Who are the up-and-coming
authors in your discipline?



Is the interest in a research topic
growing or declining?



What are the most widely read
papers on a specific subject?

 An online back up of your
library: Store your documents in
your account and access them
from anywhere.

 Mendeley can be downloaded for
Windows, Mac, and Linux

 A research network that allows
you to keep track of your
colleagues' publications,
conference participations,
awards etc., and helps you
discover people with research
interests similar to yours

 The Reference Manager plug-in
permits you to format
bibliographies in Word, LaTex, or
OpenOffice

 Coming soon:
A recommendation engine for papers
that might interest you, but are not yet
in your library! Based on what you
know already, what should you read
next?

 App available for iPhone and
iPad-- read and access to library

 Over 2900 citation style available
for free download -- or make your
own and contribute it to Mendeley
 Add notes to an entry and it is
synched between your online and
desktop libraries
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100 MB

Mendeley Institutional
Edition
5 GB
20 GB
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Up to 25

Basic Individual Free
Personal library space
Shared library space
Private group size
(collaborators)
# of private groups
Mendeley Suggest Tool
Institutional Home Page
Link resolver integration
Analytics Dashboard
Customer Support Services

Training

https://www.mendeley.com/upgrade/

1
No
No
No
No

Unlimited
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
•Elsevier OSCS
Via on-line only
•Priority on-line support
•One customized trainVia on-line resource center the-trainer session
only
•Access to on-line
resource center

Deployment Program Services No
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Alumni Policy
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